SKYLIGHT FLASHING - PAN TYPE

NOTE:
WHERE DEBRIS CAN ACCUMULATE, SEE STEP FLASHING OPTION "MC-14A"

SADDLE OR CRICKET FLASHING

TILE NO CLOSER THAN 1” TO BACK OF SKYLIGHT

APRON FLASHING

BATTENS OPTIONAL

PAN OR CHANNEL FLASHING

UNDERLAYMENT

(OPTIONAL HEMMED EDGES)

APRON FLASHING
Notes:
1. Skylight flashing dimensions will vary according to local weather conditions, size, location, slope of roof, rafter length behind skylight and tributary water area.
2. A saddle flashing will be allowed for skylights and other penetrations less than 30” in width. Extend a minimum of 6” to top of curb and 14” up roof slope.
3. A cricket flashing is recommended for skylights and penetrations equal to or greater than 30” in width to promote positive runoff, unless supporting data shows otherwise.
4. One layer of No. 30 asphalt-saturated felt complying with ASTM D-226 Type II (ASTM D4869 Type IV) as a minimum underlayment on all tile roof applications. Other underlayments as approved by local building officials will be allowed.
5. Dimensions shown are minimums and are intended to be approximate to allow for reasonable tolerances due to field conditions.
7. Roof to wall/apron flashing will extend a minimum of 3” over lap/head lap onto tile.